Abstract-Different aspects of probabilistic shaping for a multi-span optical communication system are studied. First, a numerical analysis of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel investigates the effect of using a small number of input probability mass functions (PMFs) for a range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), instead of optimizing the constellation shaping for every SNR. It is shown that if a small penalty of at most 0.1 dB SNR to the full shaping gain is acceptable, only two shaped PMFs per quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) are required over a large SNR range. For a multi-span wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical fiber system with 64QAM input, it is shown that only one PMF is required to achieve large gains over uniform input for distances from 1400 km to 3000 km. Using a Gaussian noise (GN) model and full-field split-step simulations, we illustrate the ramifications of probabilistic shaping on the effective SNR after fiber propagation. Our results show that a shaping gain is obtained for the noise contributions from fiber amplifiers and modulation-independent nonlinear interference (NLI), while shaping simultaneously causes a penalty as it leads to an increased NLI. This nonlinear shaping loss, however, is found to have a minor impact, and optimizing the shaped PMF with a modulation-dependent GN model confirms that the PMF found for AWGN is also a good choice for a multi-span fiber system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HROUGH a series of revolutionary technology advances, optical transmission systems have been enabling the growth of Internet traffic for decades [1] . Most of the huge bandwidth of fiber systems has been used [2] and the capacities in the optical core network cannot keep up with the traffic growth [3] .
The usable bandwidth of an optical communication system with legacy standard single-mode fiber (SMF) is effectively limited by the loss profile of the fiber and the Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) placed between every span. It is thus of high practical importance to increase the spectral Tobias Fehenberger efficiency (SE) in optical fiber systems. Even with new fibers, the transceiver will eventually become a limiting factor in the pursue of higher SE as the practically achievable signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) can be limited by transceiver electronics [4] . Digital signal processing (DSP) techniques that are robust against fiber nonlinearities and also offer sensitivity and SE improvements in the linear transmission regime are thus of great interest.
A technique that fulfills these requirements and that has been very popular in recent years is signal shaping. There are two types of shaping, geometric shaping and probabilistic shaping. In geometric shaping, a nonuniformly spaced constellation with equiprobable symbols is used, while in probabilistic shaping, the constellation is on a uniform grid with differing probabilities per constellation point. Both techniques offer an SNR gain up to the ultimate shaping gain of 1.53 dB for the AWGN channel [5, Sec. IV-B], [6, Sec. VIII-A]. Geometric shaping has been used in fiber optics to demonstrate increased SE [7] - [11] . Probabilistic shaping has attracted a lot of attention in fiber optics [12] - [20] . In particular, [15] , [16] , [18] , [19] use the probabilistic amplitude shaping scheme of [21] which allows to largely separate forward-error correction (FEC) from shaping by concatenating a distribution matcher [22] and an off-the-shelf systematic FEC encoder.
Probabilistic shaping offers several advantages over geometric shaping. Using the scheme in [21] , the labeling of the quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbols can remain an off-the-shelf binary reflected Gray code, which gives large achievable information rates (AIRs) for bit-wise decoders and makes exhaustive numerical searches for an optimal labeling obsolete. A further feature of probabilistic shaping that, in fiber-optics, has only been considered in [16] , [19] is that it can yield rate adaptivity, i.e., the overall coding overhead can be changed without modifying the actual FEC. Probabilistic shaping also gives larger shaping gains than purely geometric shaping [23, Fig. 4.8 (bottom) ] for a constellation with a fixed number of points. Given these advantages, we restrict our analysis in this work to probabilistic shaping on a symbol-bysymbol basis. Shaping over several time slots has been studied theoretically in [24] and is out of the scope for this work.
In this paper, we extend our previous work on probabilistic shaping for optical back-to-back systems [18] and investigate the impact of shaping for QAM formats on the nonlinear interference (NLI) of an optical fiber channel with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). For the analysis, we use a modulation-dependent Gaussian noise (GN) model [25] in addition to full-field split-step Fourier method (SSFM) simula- Fig. 1 . Block diagram of a coded modulation transmitter with probabilistic shaping, a bit-wise demapper that uses the auxiliary channel q Y |X , and a binary decoder. The dotted FEC blocks are omitted in the fiber simulations as we focus on AIRs. The transceiver block that use the nonuniform distribution are marked with P X .
tions. This GN model includes the impact of the channel input on the NLI by taking into account higher-order standardized moments of the modulation, which allows us to study the impact of probabilistic shaping on the NLI from a theoretical point of view. The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we show that one shaped QAM input, optimized for the AWGN channel, gives large shaping gains also for a multi-span fiber system. This potentially allows for a simplified implementation of probabilistic shaping as one input PMF can be used for different fiber parameters. Secondly, no significant additional shaping gain is obtained for such a multi-span system with 64QAM when the PMF is optimized to the optical fiber channel using a GN model. The relevance of this result is that numerical optimizations of the channel input are shown to be obsolete for many practical long-haul fiber systems.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF PROBABILISTIC SHAPING
In the following, we review the basic principles of probabilistic shaping. The focus is on AIRs rather than bit-error ratios after FEC. Both symbol-wise AIRs as well as AIRs for bit-wise decoding are discussed. For a more detailed comparison, we refer the reader to [19, Sec. III] , [23, Ch. 4] , [26] , [27] .
A. Achievable Information Rates
Consider an independent and identically distributed (iid) discrete channel input X n = X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n and the corresponding continuous outputs
The channel is described by the channel transition probability density p Y n |X n , as shown in the center of Fig. 1 . The symbolwise inputs X are complex QAM symbols that take on values in X = {x 1 , . . . , x M } according to the probability mass function (PMF) P X on X . Without loss of generality, the channel input is normalized to unit energy, i.e., E[|X| 2 ] = 1. The constellation size |X | is the modulation order and denoted by M . Unless otherwise stated, we consider QAM input that can be decomposed into its constituent 1D pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) constellation without loss of information. This means that every QAM symbol can be considered as two consecutive PAM symbols that represent real and imaginary part of the QAM symbol, and the probability of each twodimensional (2D) QAM constellation is the product of the respective one-dimensional (1D) PAM probabilities, denoted by P 1D . The analysis in this work is carried out with 2D QAM symbols, and it is explicitly stated when a 1D input is considered, which is done mainly for the ease of notation and graphical representation.
The mutual information (MI) between the channel input and output sequences, normalized by the sequence length, is defined as
where
The MI in (1) is an AIR for a decoder that uses soft metrics based on p Y n |X n .
Since the optical channel is not known in closed form, we cannot directly evaluate (1) . A technique called mismatched decoding [28] , [29] is used in this paper, which gives an AIR for a decoder that operates with the auxiliary channel q Y n |X n instead of the true p Y n |X n . In this paper we consider memoryless auxiliary channels of the form
which means that, in the context of fiber-optics, all correlations over polarization and time are neglected at the decoder. We assume a fixed auxiliary channel, i.e., q Yi|Xi = q Y |X ∀i, and restrict the analysis in this paper to 2D Gaussian distributions
where σ 2 is the noise variance of the auxiliary channel, x ∈ X , and y is complex. For details on the impact of higherdimensional Gaussian auxiliary channels, see [30] , [31] . Irrespective of the particular choice of the auxiliary channel, we get a lower bound to I(X; Y ) by using
where the expectation is taken with respect to p XY , and
. R SYM can be estimated from Monte Carlo simulations of N input-output pairs (x k , y k ) of the channel as
The symbolwise AIR R SYM is achievable for a decoder that assumes q Y |X . For the practical bit-interleaved coded modulation schemes [33] , which are also used in fiber-optics [26] , a bit-wise demapper is followed by a binary decoder, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this setup, the symbolwise input X is considered to consist of m bit levels B = B 1 , . . . , B m 1 that can be stochastically dependent, and the decoder operates on bit-wise metrics. An AIR for this bit-metric decoding (BMD) scheme is the BMD rate [27] R BMD
which is the AIR considered for the simulations in this work. In (6) + is max(· , 0). Note that R BMD is upperbounded by the symbolwise MI, I(X; Y ) ≥ R BMD [27] . The first term of (6) is the sum of MIs of m parallel bit-wise channels. Subtracting ( ) in (6) corrects for a rate overestimate due to dependent bit levels. For independent bit levels, i.e., P B = m i=1 P Bi , the term ( ) equals 0 and R BMD becomes the well-known generalized mutual information calculated with soft metrics that are matched to the channel. We calculate R BMD , which is an instance of (4), in Monte Carlo simulations of N samples as
where b k,i are the sent bits. The AIR R BMD is a function of the soft bit-wise demapper output Λ k,i . These log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) are computed with the auxiliary channel as
where X i 1 and X i 0 denote the set of constellation points whose i th bit is 1 and 0, respectively. The first term of (10) is the LLR from the channel and the second term the a-priori information. For uniformly distributed input, the priors equal zero. Using the 2D Gaussian auxiliary channel of (3), we have
These LLRs can equivalently be computed in 1D if a symmetric auxiliary channel is chosen, a product labeling is used [23, Sec. 2.5.2] and X is generated from the product of 1D constellations.
1 A binary-reflected Gray code is used as labeling rule because it gives large BMD rates and offers the symmetry that is required for the shaping coded modulation scheme [21, Sec. IV-A]. 
B. Probabilistic Shaping with Maxwell-Boltzmann PMFs
We search for the input distribution P * X that maximizes R BMD of (6),
where the underlying channel is AWGN. Probabilistic shaping for the nonlinear fiber channel is discussed in Sec. IV. As the AWGN channel is symmetric, the 1D PMFs are also symmetric around the origin, i.e.,
which corresponds in 2D to a fixed probability per QAM ring. A common optimized input for (12) Let the positive scalar ρ denote a constellation scaling of X with a fixed constellation X . Further, let the PMF of the input be
where ν is another scaling factor. For every choice of ν, there exists a scaling ρ that fulfills the average-power constraint E[|ρX| 2 ] = 1. We optimize the scalings ρ and ν such that R BMD is maximized while using a distribution from (14) and operating at the channel SNR that is defined as
where the 1D signal power E s is normalized to 1 due to the average-power constraint and N 0 = σ 2 is the noise variance per dimension. This optimization can be carried out with efficient algorithms, see [21, Sec. III-C].
In Fig. 2 Table I .
with the dual-polarization AIRs of Sec IV. Further, only R BMD is shown as it virtually achieves R SYM [21, Table 3 ], [27, Fig. 1 ], and R BMD is the more practical AIR compared to R SYM . The dotted curves represent uniformly distributed input and the solid lines show the R BMD for QAM with optimized MB input. The AWGN capacity 2 · log 2 (1 + SNR) is given as reference. Significant gains from probabilistic shaping over uniform input are found, with sensitivity improvement of up to 0.43 dB for 16QAM, 0.8 dB for 64QAM and more than 1 dB for 256QAM.
C. Shaping with Fixed PMFs
In order to find the optimized MB input, the SNR of the channel over which we transmit, denoted channel SNR, must be known or estimated a priori at the transmitter. This transmitter-side estimate of the SNR is referred to as shaping SNR. In a realistic communication system, it can be difficult to know the channel SNR at the transmitter because of varying channel conditions such as the number and properties of co-propagating signals, DSP convergence behavior, aging of components etc. Hence, shaping without knowledge of the channel SNR could simplify the implementation of probabilistic shaping. We will see in the following that an offset from the shaping SNR to the channel SNR has a minor effect on R BMD for the AWGN channel if a suitable combination of QAM format and shaping SNR is used in the proper SNR regime.
To realize large shaping gains, we choose to operate each QAM format within 0.1 dB of the AWGN capacity. The maximum SNRs under this constraint are found to be 6.1 dB for 16QAM, 12.2 dB for 64QAM, and 18.1 dB for 256QAM and depicted in Fig. 3 as black vertical lines. We numerically search for the MB PMFs (obtained for a particular shaping SNR) that have at most 0.1 dB SNR loss compared to the full gain obtained when channel SNR and shaping SNR are identical. There are many distributions that fulfill this requirement, and we use the PMF that covers the largest SNR range while not exceeding the 0.1 dB penalty limit. The One-sided 1D PMF One-sided 1D const.
. . . resulting PMFs of this numerical optimization are given as a), c), and e) in Table I   2 . We observe that a large SNR range is covered by a single PMF per QAM. These intervals, however, are disconnected, and an additional PMF per QAM is required to cover the entire SNR range without gaps. The shaped input PMFs b), d), and f) are given in Table I . They also have a penalty of at most 0.1 dB SNR to the full shaping gain, yet their operating range begins at a larger SNR, i.e., the upper end of the SNR range of a), c), and e). This, however, comes at the expense at operating away from capacity. R BMD for all PMFs of Table I are shown in Fig. 3 . We see that only two input distributions per modulation format are required to obtain a large shaping gain. We will investigate the impact of probabilistic shaping on the fiber nonlinearities in the remaining of the paper.
III. SPM-XPM MODEL FOR THE NONLINEAR FIBER CHANNEL
The effective SNR SNR eff of a signal after propagation over an optical fiber channel and receiver DSP can be approximated by a Gaussian noise (GN) model [35, Sec. VI],
where P tx is the optical launch power, the noise term σ 2 ASE represents the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise from the optical amplifiers and σ 2 NLI is NLI which includes both intra-channel and inter-channel distortions. In the classic GN model of [35] , the nonlinearities are modeled as additive memoryless noise that follows a circularly symmetric (c. [36] to be an inaccurate simplification. As a consequence, refined GN models have been presented in [25], [37] , which now include properties of the channel input in the modeling of σ 2 NLI , resulting in a more accurate representation of modulation-dependent nonlinear effects. These models allow us to study probabilistic shaping for the fiber-optic channel without computationally expensive SSFM simulations.
In this work, we use the frequency-domain model by Dar et al. [25, Sec. III] [38] with both intra-channel, i.e., self-phase modulation (SPM), and inter-channel effects, i.e., cross-phase modulation (XPM) and refer to it as SPM-XPM model. Fourwave mixing has numerically been found to give a negligible contribution to the total NLI for the considered multi-span fiber setup and is thus omitted in the analysis. In the following, we give an overview over the model and refer the reader to [25, Sec. III] for details and derivations.
A. SPM-XPM Model
By 
whereμ 4 andμ 6 are standardized moments of the input X and are discussed in Sec. III-B, and χ 0 , χ 4 , χ 4 , and χ 6 represent real coefficients that represent the contributions of the fiber nonlinearities. Combining (16) and (17), the total noise variance σ 2 eff is σ
where we have split the overall noise into two terms. A modulation-independent noise contribution, given in the first line of (18), models ASE and partly NLI, and it is based solely on the system and fiber parameters, but not on the channel input. These two noise contributions are included in the classic (18) is a function ofμ 4 andμ 6 , which are functions of the channel input, and thus models the modulation-dependency of σ 2 eff .
B. Standardized Moments
We have seen that σ 2 eff in (18) depends on the standardized momentsμ 4 andμ 6 . In general, the k th standardized moment µ k of the channel input X is defined aŝ
where the last equality in (19) holds because the channel input X is symmetric around the origin (see (13)), which gives E[X] = 0, and X is normalized to unit energy, i.e., E[|X| 2 ] = 1. Table II shows the momentsμ 4 andμ 6 for different modulation formats and PMFs. Constant-modulus modulation such as phase-shift keying (PSK) minimizes both moments. For uniform QAM,μ 4 andμ 6 increase with modulation order. The limit for complex uniform input is given by uniform QAM with infinitely many signal points, which corresponds to a continuous uniform input in 2D. When the input is shaped with an MB PMF that fulfills (12), e.g. with the mismatched distributions in Table I ,μ 4 andμ 6 are larger than for a uniform input distribution. The respective maxima for these moments are again given by a complex continuous Gaussian density.
C. NLI Increase due to Shaping
The modulation-dependent coefficients χ 4 , χ 4 , and χ 6 in (18) together with the results in Table II give us an insight into how the choice of a particular modulation affects σ 2 NLI . Considering the first modulation-dependent term in (18), a smallμ 4 corresponds to a decrease in (μ 4 −2) and thus, to less NLI. PSK formats, for example, minimizeμ 4 andμ 6 and thus induce a minimum amount of NLI, which is why these formats can have superior performance to QAM in highly nonlinear channels, e.g., with inline dispersion management [40, Fig. 4 ]. On the other hand, distributions that are well-suited for the AWGN channel, such as the shaped PMFs in Table II , have increased momentsμ 4 andμ 6 , which results in stronger NLI than uniform input. The interpretation of probabilistic shaping for the nonlinear fiber channel is then that a shaping gain can be obtained from the channel portion described by the linear noise contribution σ 2 ASE and the moment-independent term χ 0 . Simultaneously, an increase in NLI is introduced by shaping as the modulation-dependent term of (18) becomes larger, and the optimal trade-off is not obvious. We will study this in detail in Sec. IV-E.
IV. PROBABILISTIC SHAPING OF 64QAM FOR A MULTI-SPAN FIBER SYSTEM
In the following, we numerically evaluate the AIRs for a multi-span fiber link with uniform and shaped 64QAM input. The presented analysis focuses on the effect that shaping has on the fiber nonlinearities and thus, on the effective SNR. Transceiver impairments and further effects that require advanced DSP are not included in this work.
A. Fiber Simulations
A multi-span optical fiber system is simulated, with the main parameters given in Table III . 64QAM symbols are generated with the constant-composition distribution matcher [22] and shaped according to the specified input distribution. Pulse shaping is done digitally and the resulting signal is ideally transfered into the optical domain. The center WDM channel is the channel of interest and all WDM channels have the same PMF, yet with decorrelated symbol sequences. The propagation of the signal over each span fiber is simulated using the SSFM. After every span, the signal is amplified by an EDFA and ASE noise is added. At the receiver, the center WDM channel is filtered and ideally transfered into the digital domain. Chromatic dispersion is digitally compensated, a matched filter is applied, and the signal is downsampled. The channel SNR is computed as the average over both polarizations, and R BMD per polarization is calculated as stated in (8) and we sum over both polarizations. For the BMD rate estimation, 2D c.s. Gaussian statistics as given in (3) (18) includes inter-channel and intra-channel effects as well as additional intra-channel terms that occur at very dense WDM spacings, as discussed in [37] , [42] . We also note that virtually identical results are obtained for the sinc pulse shape described in [39, App.] and the narrow RRC filtering in this work.
For the parameters given in Table III and a transmission distance of 2000 km, the amplifier noise power σ 2 ASE and the nonlinear coefficients of (18) are given in Table IV . We observe that χ 0 and χ 4 are the dominant NLI contributions. The values of all NLI terms are used to compute the effective SNR eff of (16) . The BMD rate in (6) is computed by numerical integration. Note that χ 4 can be negative, as we will see in Sec. IV-F, but due to its dependence on (μ 4 − 2) 2 , its overall contribution to σ 2 NLI is also that an increasedμ 4 leads to more NLI.
C. Reach Increase from Shaping
We compare R BMD for 64QAM with uniform input, with a MB input PMF that is dependent on the transmission distance (and thus on the channel SNR, see Sec. II-B), and with the fixed PMF d) of Table I . Figure 4 shows R BMD in bit/4D-sym for transmission distances from 1000 km to 3000 km in steps of 100 km. Results for SSFM simulations (markers) and for the SPM-XPM model (dashed lines) are shown, and we observe a good agreement between them. For every transmission distance, the launch power is varied with a granularity of 0.5 dB and the optimal power is used, which is −1.5 dBm or −1 dBm per WDM channel for all distances and input PMFs.
The channel SNR for uniform 64QAM is between 17.2 dB SNR for 1000 km and 12.35 dB SNR for 3000 km, and the SNR for each distance is used as shaping SNR for the SNRdependent input PMF. Using this shaped input gives an AIR gain over uniform input for a fixed transmission distance or, equivalently, an increase in transmission distance for a fixed AIR. For example, shaping gives a 300 km reach improvement, from 2000 km to 2300 km, at an AIR of 8.86 bit/4D-sym. Similar gains are observed for all link lengths and in agreement with previous shaping simulations of a WDM system [15] improvements of up to 0.65 dB, which is slightly below the maximum shaping gain of 0.8 dB seen for 64QAM in backto-back experiments [18, Fig. 2 ] where no NLI is present, and larger gains are possible with higher-order modulation. For distances between 1400 km and 3000 km, the PMF d) gives identical gains as the shaped input that is matched to the SNR at every transmission distance. For smaller distances, a gap between mismatched and SNR-dependent shaping exists because the system is operated in the high-SNR regime beyond the channel SNR range of PMF d), and switching to 256QAM is advisable.
D. AIR Gain of Shaped 64QAM at 2000 km Distance
The effects of shaping in the presence of fiber nonlinearities are investigated for a transmission distance of 2000 km (all other parameters as given Sec. IV-A). In Fig. 5 , R BMD in bit/4D-sym is shown vs. P tx per channel in dBm. A good match between simulation results (markers) and the SPM-XPM model (dashed lines) is again observed. At the optimum launch power, a shaped input distribution gives an AIR improvement of 0.35 bit/4D-sym over uniform input. For all relevant launch powers, SNR-dependent shaping and shaping with the fixed PMF d) give identical gains. This shows again that it is sufficient to use one input distribution to realize the shaping gain for various transmit powers. We see from the SPM-XPM model that in the highly nonlinear regime, the shaping gain is significantly reduced and disappears for very high launch powers, which is due to the adverse ramifications of shaping. The sensitivity of these effects on SNR eff and the AIRs is investigated next.
E. Sensitivity Analysis of Probabilistic Shaping
In the following, the sensitivity of NLI on probabilistic shaping is studied. The SNR mismatch between shaping SNR and channel SNR is chosen as a figure of merit for this analysis as it describes how strongly a QAM input is shaped with Table I is used for all launch powers. SSFM simulation results (markers) validate the SPM-XPM model.
one single number that parametrizes a MB PMF. The SNR mismatch is denoted by ∆ and calculated for each simulation run as the shaping SNR that is used at the transmitter minus the channel SNR that is estimated after the DSP. The chosen definition of ∆ means that a large ∆, i.e., a large shaping SNR, corresponds to a distribution that is closer to uniform, while a small ∆ represents a PMF that is strongly shaped. The mismatch ∆ was varied by diverting from the channel SNR of uniform 64QAM at 2000 km, which is 14.17 dB, in steps of 0.1 dB. These values are used as shaping SNRs. In total, 100 full SSFM simulation runs with a transmission length of 2000 km were performed to gather sufficient statistics for ∆ in the range of −4 dB to 6 dB. 1) Shaping Decreases SNR: Figure 6 shows the dependence of the channel SNR on ∆, with blue markers representing simulation results for shaped 64QAM over 2000 km and the solid curve being a linear fit to the simulations. In the considered range of ∆, we observe a good match of the simulation data to a linear fit. The results of the SPM-XPM model, shown as dashed curve, are within 0.05 dB of the fit and are an accurate approximation of the simulation results. Hence, the SPM-XPM model correctly predicts σ 2 NLI to grow, and thus the effective SNR to decrease, with increasing momentŝ µ 4 andμ 6 that result from a decrease in ∆. The AWGN reference (dotted curve), which also corresponds to constant channel SNR of uniform 64QAM input in SSFM simulations, confirms that for a linear channel without NLI, the channel SNR does not depend on the input distribution. It is, however, important to realize that the increase in SNR that is observed for increasing ∆ does not imply a gain in AIR, as we will show next.
2) Shaping Increases AIR: In Fig. 7 , the sensitivity of the shaping gain is investigated by plotting the R BMD gain over uniform 64QAM (with a R BMD of 8.86 bit/4D-sym) as a function of the SNR mismatch ∆. Blue markers indicate SSFM simulations and a quadratic fit to the simulation results is given as solid line. The fitted parabola is relatively flat around its peak of 0.4 bit/4D-sym, and significant shaping gains of more than 0.3 bit/4D-sym are obtained for ∆ from approximately -2 dB to 4 dB. Hence, only small penalties in shaping gain in comparison to matched shaping are to be expected if the SNR mismatch is within a range of several dB. This is again supported by the SPM-XPM model (dashed curve) that accurately predicts this behavior.
Another interesting aspect of Fig. 7 is that the maximum shaping gain, according to the quadratic fit of the simulation data, is found at ∆ opt = 1.06 dB. In the absence of fiber nonlinearities, i.e., for an AWGN channel, no mismatch, i.e., ∆ = 0 dB, is expected to be optimal, as confirmed by the AWGN reference (dotted curve). As explained by the SPM-XPM model in Sec. III-A and also in the context of Fig. 6 , a shaped input causes stronger NLI than uniform input. Thus, ∆ opt is expected to be larger than 0 dB since a positive ∆ indicates a more uniform-like input that introduces less NLI. The magnitude of this effect, however, is very small and significant shaping gains are observed around the optimum SNR mismatch. The NLI increase due to shaping is also the reason for the difference in R BMD gain of the optical fiber simulations and the AWGN channel. This gap of approx. 0.07 bit/4D-sym at the optimum ∆ disappears for large positive ∆'s because in this range, a uniform input is approached and increased NLI due to shaping does no longer occur. The effect that causes the gap between AWGN and fiber simulations can be considered as a shaping penalty due to increased NLI, and we observe its magnitude to be small.
F. Optimized Shaping for the Nonlinear Fiber Channel
So far, we have restricted our analysis of probabilistic shaping to distributions of the MB family, see (14) , and considered only 1D PMFs that were then extended to 2D. We have shown that these inputs are an excellent choice for the AWGN channel and large shaping gains are also obtained for the optical channel. It is, however, not clear whether we can find a better shaped input PMF for the nonlinear fiber channel as there might be input distributions that have a better tradeoff between the shaping gain and the shaping penalty due an NLI increase. In the following, we use the SPM-XPM model of Sec. III-A as channel for the optimization problem (12) and numerically search for the shaped inputs that give the largest R BMD . We consider inputs in 1D (which are then extended to 2D), and also optimize PMFs directly in 2D. This 2D approach gives us more degrees of freedom in the optimization problem and allows us to consider any probabilistically shaped input in 2D, including multi-ring constellations [43, Sec. IV-B]. The benefit of 1D PMFs, however, is that the receiver can operate in 1D, without loss of information for a symmetric channel, which leads to a reduced demapper complexity compared to the 2D case.
The system described in Sec. IV-A with a distance of 2000 km is considered for the optimization. In Fig. 8 , two 1D PMFs are shown that are the respective result of the optimization problem in the linear regime at P tx = −8 dBm and in the nonlinear regime at P tx =3 dBm. Details on the PMFs (and for completeness the PMFs at the optimum P tx ) are given in Table V . Despite the two different launch powers, their effective SNRs SNR eff are virtually identical, and using MB PMFs that are based solely on the channel SNR would result in the same PMF for both launch powers. In the considered optimization problem, this restriction is lifted, and we observe from Fig. 8 that the PMF for 3 dBm is less shaped than the one for −8 dBm. This illustrates that strong shaping is avoided at high power levels when a PMF optimization with the SPM-XPM model is carried out.
In Fig. 9 , R BMD is shown vs. P tx per channel for different input distributions of 64QAM. All results are obtained from the SPM-XPM model. The dotted curves show R BMD for a Optimized 1D PAM PMFs for Ptx = −8 dBm (solid, crosses) and Ptx = 3 dBm (dashed, circles). Although these two power levels have approximately the same SNR eff , the PMF for 3 dBm is less shaped to avoid increased NLI.
1D PMF (red) and a 2D PMF (gray), both optimized with the SPM-XPM model, and the AIRs for uniform, MB-shaped input, PMF d) are also included. The two optimized PMFs give identical R BMD , and their shape is very similar as the insets in Fig. 9 show. We conclude that for the considered system, there is virtually no benefit from using the optimized 2D input. Additionally, the MB shaped input gives identical gains to the 1D-optimized input at low powers and around the optimal power. It is only in the high-power regime that slightly increased AIRs are obtained with the optimized input. This indicates that, also for a multi-span fiber channel, the shaping gain is very insensitive to variations in the input distribution, and an optimized input does not give larger shaping gains than a MB PMF. It is in fact sufficient for the considered system to simply use the fixed input distribution d) from Table I to virtually obtain the maximum shaping gain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied probabilistic shaping for longhaul optical fiber systems both via numerical simulations and via a GN model. We based our analysis on AWGN results that show that only two input PMFs from the family of MaxwellBoltzmann distributions are sufficient per QAM format to realize large shaping gains over a wide range of SNRs. We have found that these mismatched shaped distributions are also an excellent choice for applying shaping to a multispan fiber system. Using one input distribution for 64QAM, large shaping gains are reported from transmission distances between 1400 km to 3000 km. For a fixed distance of 2000 km, we have studied the impact of probabilistic shaping with Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions and other PMFs. The adverse effects of shaping in the presence of modulationdependent nonlinear effects of a WDM system have been shown to be present. An NLI penalty from shaping is found to be minor around the optimal launch power in a multi-span system. This means that for the considered system, one input PMF for 64QAM virtually gives the maximum shaping gain and an optimization for the fiber channel is not necessary. This could greatly simplify the implementation and design of probabilistic shaping in practical optical fiber systems. We expect similar results for other QAM formats such as 16QAM or 256QAM when they are used in fiber systems that are comparable to the ones in this work. We have also found that the GN model is in excellent agreement with the SSFM results, confirming its accuracy for shaped QAM input. For highly nonlinear fiber links, e.g., with in-line dispersion management or single-span links with high power, further optimizations of the shaping scheme can be beneficial to give a large shaping gain but at the same time incur low NLI. Additionally, instead of shaping on a per-symbol basis, constellation shaping over several time slots to exploit the temporal correlations by XPM is an interesting future step to increase SE. Also, optimizing distributions in 4D could be beneficial for highly nonlinear polarization-multiplexed fiber links.
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